IMAGINE. EXPLORE. CREATE.

The Imagine carpet collection by Milliken takes residential patterned carpet to the next level, layering pattern and color to create a collection of flooring that will work in any decor.

Grand Fleur
We’ve given the classic floral pattern a glamorous makeover. Refined curves and simplified petals give a modern slant to this iconic design.

Graydon
Graydon captures the imagination by mixing a subtle background striation with a statement crosshatch design. Irregular in its elegance, this classic and casual look has limitless versatility. Nine colors range from rich neutrals to beautifully saturated dark monochromatics.

Hidden Trail
Let Hidden Trail welcome you home with its references to nature and simplicity. This flowing design will put your mind at ease as soon as you walk in the door.

Influential
Our new Influential design is easy to imagine in many décors. Its small overlapping lattice pattern in a range of warm and cool colorations add visual interest underfoot in a serene way. Presented in a palette of 9 harmonious colors.

Lettres d’Amour
Inspiring and comfortable, Lettres d’Amour will help you create a room that is truly your own. Outlined by its unique and inviting. Compiled from imagery from antique French postcards and letters, this design is sure to be a conversation piece. Various papers and patinas inspired the palette of six neutral tones.

Linkage
Simplicity at its best... This Mid-Century styled design combines clean symmetry and a richly straited background. Offered in 9 harmonious colors.

Modern Flair
This scale design has mid-century style with a touch of retro luxury. The clean lines and modern aesthetic integrates beautifully into any contemporary space. Presented in a palette of 9 colors, cued from distinctive fabrics of today.

NetWorK
Lend panache to everyday living with the super chic “Network” design. This modern geometric pattern incorporates shapes and shades re-imagined for today. To enhance the graphic visual, we’ve added rich striated undertones to contrast the interlocking squares. Available in 8 colorations derived from modern upscale interiors.

Organic
Multiple Vines entwine with organic twists and curls in this eye-catching lattice design. Nine rich colorations will inject character into both classic and transitional settings.

Oriental SprinKler
We’ve updated this classic Persian design with a serene soft palette of 5 colors and more open field to create a pattern that is both striking and versatile.

Personal Retreat
The direction was to produce a plaid that has a scale for flexibility with a casual aesthetic. This cut pile pattern is versatile and will add balance to any interior with its 13 relaxing layering of tones.

Poetic
Poetic is the perfect expression of good design. Its simple shapes and soft to mid tone colors give pleasure to our rooms and to our everyday.

Pure Elegance
The move toward simplistic styling drove the concept behind the blending of this organic and scroll like design. Coupled with a nice flowing pattern and a perfect scale, this luxurious cut pile in 15 monochromatic colorations will inject character and work in any space lending itself to both classic and transitional settings.

Radius
The striated pattern in Radius is sure to please with its modern style and glamorous touch. Available as borders only up to 18”, Radius is the perfect mix of elegance and simplicity. 20 tonal colorations allow for a variety of border options that give you the power to create your perfect space.

Seoul Garden
A room with Seoul Garden is like weekending in a boutique hotel... only you get to enjoy its soft touch and relaxing pattern day after day.

Slimline
Serene and hushed with texture, Slimline incorporates soft horizontal striations for a silk like look. This distinctive grain will provide a finishy finish for both Residential and Commercial interiors. The twelve color palette takes inspiration from both Industrial and natural elements.

Somerton
A natural choice for rooms both elegant and casual. Somerton is linen like in appearance. Enhanced with multiple tones, this design produces a beautifully textured flooring surface. Available in seven earthy colors that lend a touch of sophistication to your home.

Stitching
The beautiful tones and layered textures of this pattern are made for living and create a space to get away from the rush of life.

Streamline
The modern rhythmic shape of Streamline stays ahead of the curve with clean contours and contemporary styling. Showcased in a palette of 9 modern colorations.

Traces
Clean and graceful lines accentuate the movement in this updated yet classic scroll design. Variations of 13 classic hues work beautifully on any floor in this soft cut pile construction.
All products are available as a commercial base using designforbusiness™, which features Framework Stainmaster Home and Office™ nylon with exceptional warranties.

**HOW IT WORKS** for customers

1. **Feel the difference.**
   Framework™ is a carpet construction which offers unique qualities and features specifically developed for commercial interiors.

2. **Enjoy the benefits.**
   Framework™ lets you enjoy these patterns with the full benefit of a commercial warranty. featuring Millitron® high definition dye technology & Stainmaster® Nylon.

   **Framework Residential**
   - 7 Year Stain Resistance Limited Warranty
   - 7 Year Soil Resistance Limited Warranty
   - 10 Year Texture Retention Limited Warranty
   - 10 Year Abrasive Wear Limited Warranty
   - Antistatic Limited Warranty
   - Outstanding Fade Resistance
   - 2 Year Latent Defects Warranty

   **Framework Commercial**
   - 10 Year Abrasive Wear Limited Warranty
   - Outstanding Fade Resistance
   - Additional Warranties Provided by Milliken
   - 10 Year Stain Resistance Limited Warranty
   - 10 Year Soil Resistance Limited Warranty
   - 10 Year Antistatic Limited Warranty
   - 2-Year Latent Defects Warranty

3. **You’re ready to be floored.**
   If you like a color and pattern shown on this display, it’s as simple as ordering that pattern in the Framework™ commercial construction, or you can still use the inspired designer option!
All products are available for custom color combinations using inspiredesigner™, which features 3 palettes of 35 color options with only a reasonable order minimum needed.

**HOW IT WORKS** for customers

1. **Find your perfect pattern.**
   Choose from any pattern on the display.
   For your convenience, there are pattern sample sheets on each card underneath the large carpet sample. Take one to use in Step 2.

2. **Choose your colors from a palette.**
   Each palette has 35 color options, and each pattern has 2 or more colors. Pick all of your new colors for the style you’ve selected from one palette.
   - **Inviting Abode**
     The serene colors in this tranquil palette will help you create a peaceful retreat from the hustle and bustle of everyday life.
   - **Urban Oasis**
     Feel at home with the warm and comforting colors in this timeless palette.
   - **Cottage Charm**
     Create a restful tone with this light and airy palette, mixing pastel shades with soft neutrals.

3. **You’re ready to be floored.**
   Have a sample sent to your home or business for review, and once you approve, we’ll have the whole order ready in 14 days or less.
   Only a reasonable minimum order needed. Orders are subject to a 0-5% overage.
You’ve found the perfect pattern, but
“**I NEED A MATCHING AREA RUG**”
No problem! Let us make it for you.

**RUG WARRANTIES**

**ABRASIVE WEAR**
Milliken warrants that the rug will lose no more than ten percent (10%) of its face fiber by weight for a period of two years from the date of purchase of the rug. This warranty does not apply to rugs installed on stairs.

**ANTISTATIC**
Milliken warrants that the rug will not generate static greater than 5.0 kilovolts as measured by the AATCC Test 134 for the Lifetime of the rug.

**MANUFACTURING WARRANTY**
Milliken warrants that your new residential rug shall be free from defects in workmanship or material for a period of two years from the date of purchase of the rug. Implied warranties are limited to the same duration. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the preceding limitation may not apply to you.

As these are Stainmaster® rugs, additional warranties may be available from Invista. Please reference the Limited Warranties—Stainmaster® rug brochure (“Stainmaster® Limited Warranties”) provided to you by the retailer when you purchased the rug, or see www.stainmaster.com. Invista is unaffiliated with Milliken and any and all claims related to the Stainmaster® Limited Warranties must be directed to and handled through Invista. Milliken has no responsibility for or authority to handle Stainmaster® Limited Warranties claims.

**Stainmaster® and Invista are trademarks of Invista.**

---

**HOW IT WORKS for customers**

1. **Find your perfect pattern.**
   Choose from any pattern in the Imagine Figurative I and Imagine Figurative II collections.

2. **Choose your rug size.**
   There are five rug sizes available.

   (Rug sizes shown in Poetic pattern)

3. **Choose your color.**
   For your convenience, refer to the Imagine Rug catalog for order information on all SKUs in this collection.
PRODUCT FEATURES

100% Stainmaster® BCF Nylon 6,6 fiber with Lotus FX™ Fiber Shield.

Millitron® High Definition Dye Technology features unparalleled color and clarity at 400 pixels/in².

13’ 6” Width Carpet
Wider, 13’ 6” carpet means fewer seams and easier installation than traditional 12’ carpet.

Expedited Service Guarantee
We promise your beautiful, new carpet will be delivered quickly!

Improved Home Environment
CRI® Green Label Plus™ Certified - independently tested to ensure stringent criteria for low VOC emissions have been met.
AlphaSan® Technology - resists the growth of mold and mildew.

SUSTAINABLE EXCELLENCE

At Milliken, sustainability is a core value of our company. We believe a healthy enterprise and healthy earth are vitally linked. We care about and respect each other, our customers, and the world we share. While we hold ourselves accountable to the highest ethical standards, we derive our greatest satisfaction from creating innovations that help solve the world’s problems at a human level – adding value to people’s lives, improving health and safety, and making this world sustainable.

Proudly Made in the USA

Zero Waste
Milliken has 35 manufacturing locations that send zero waste to landfill.

Health & Safety
Milliken & Company had more than 20 facilities achieve the VPP STAR status, the first US Company ever to achieve this.

Ethical Standards
Milliken has been named to FORTUNE Magazine’s Best Companies to Work For and the Ethisphere Institute recognized Milliken & Company as one of the World’s Most Ethical Companies.

Certifications
Milliken has numerous third party certifications accrediting our sustainability efforts, including ISO 9000 for Quality, ISO 14001 for environmental sustainability, NSF 140-2007 for Sustainable Carpet Assessments Standard and CRI Green Label.

Carpet America Recovery Effort (CARE)
Milliken became a founding member of the Carpet American Recovery Effort in 2002.

Affiliations
Milliken remains at the forefront among corporations supporting respected organizations, including Alliance for Sustainable Built Environments, U.S. Green Building Council, World Green Building Council, Carpet and Rug Institute and Leonardo Academy.
ORDERING INFORMATION:

One Milliken Imagine Figurative Display (complete): 2710016806
Display components will be shipped via common carrier on one pallet. One hour assembly. Includes 2017 4-Card Update Kit + Radius 4-Card Update Kit 2710027455
Included with full display but can also be ordered separately.

Tools required: Screwdriver and Hex Key
Shipping Size (approximate): 48”W x 72”L x 24”H
Shipping Weight (approximate): 400 lbs.
Display Size (assembled): 785/8”W x 24”D x 633/8”H

SAMPLE RANGES, 27” X 18”

ARTISAN 2710016978
ASIAN ORNAMENT 2710016808
BROADWAY BEAT 2710019414
BRUSHED LINEN 2710024890
CASUAL CRAFT 2710027451
CAVETTO 2710016809
CHATEAU 2710024951
DELICATE FRAME 2710019415
DIAMANTE 2710016974
EXOTIC JOURNEY 2710016807
EXOTIC TOUCH 2710024952
GRAND FLEUR 2710016983
GRAYDON 2710027453
HIDDEN TRAIL 2710016975
INFLUENTIAL 2710024594
LETTRES D’AMOUR 2710019416
LINKAGE 2710016810
MODERN FLAIR 2710019417
NETWORK 2710019420
ORGANIC 2710016982
ORIENTAL SPLENDOR 2710016971
PERSONAL RETREAT 2710024953
POETIC 2710016980
PURE ELEGANCE 2710024954
SEOUL GARDEN 2710016984
SLIMLINE 2710027452
SOMERTON 2710027454
STITCHES 2710016977
STREAMLINE 2710016973
TRACES 2710016981